The Ken Stradling Collection

Nigel Edwards Presentation of Development Work

https://nigeledwardsceramics.wordpress.com/
Initial Research
Taxonomy of the Ken Stradling Collection:
Post War Futurism

Explore:
Figurative Art & Urban Sketching Influences
Chosen artefacts

Object-hood & Psychoanalysis

Sometimes a cigar is just a cigar.  
--SIGMUND FREUD

Condensation

Albrecht Dürer, Self Portrait, 1500
After Jan van Eyck, Holy Face, c.1488

[Image of a painting with a tiger and a man in a boat]
[Image of Sigmund Freud]
[Image of an astronaut on the Moon]
Creative Proposition Designs
Creative Proposition Designs
Creative Proposition Designs
Creative Intentions & Skills Development: Glaze Research and Testing

https://nigelewwardsceramics.wordpress.com/2019/03/13/glaze-production-and-application-for-creative-intention-moonlight/
Creative Intentions & Skills Development: Glaze Research and Testing
Creative Intentions & Skills Development: Glaze Research and Testing

https://nigeledwardsceramics.wordpress.com/2019/04/30/initial-glaze-test-results/
Creative Intentions & Skills Development; Throwing Challenging Forms

https://nigeledwardsceramics.wordpress.com/2019/05/21/moon-jar-space-man-re-make/
Creative Intentions Progress
Evaluation